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Finding activities
× The brain craves novelty
× Novelty can come in the activity & from 

the people.
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1.
Game Shows
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https://eltplanning.com/2015/10/28/30-activities-inspired-by-game-shows/

https://eltplanning.com/2015/10/28/30-activities-inspired-by-game-shows/


What’s the next line (Never mind the buzzcocks)
Speak (don’t sing) a line of a song. 
Students need to say the next line.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r445gYbxw80

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r445gYbxw80


Find
Put up a grid of ~25 things (nouns, verbs, 
whatever)
Have them find X number of things for a 
category.  (Best if words work in multiple 
categories.)
First to do it wins.

6https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99j2qoPWMgc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99j2qoPWMgc


The Yes/No Game (Take Your Pick) 
Participants have to answer questions for 
a minute but cannot say “yes” or “no”. If 
they do, they’re out.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHhzJUc
2JkU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHhzJUc2JkU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHhzJUc2JkU


Split or Steal (GolDEN Balls)
Players need to decide...do they split the 
money or choose to steal it.
1 steals - that one gets it all
2 split - they split it
2 steal - nobody gets anything

8https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0qjK3TWZE8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0qjK3TWZE8


2.
Talk SHows
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This or that:  Jimmy Fallon
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https://youtu.be/QqivtpiYFDU

Would you rather ________ or 
_______?  

“Would you rather have a clone of 
yourself or have a pet dog who can talk?”



Whisper challenge: Jimmy Fallon
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With headphones on, participants 
whisper to each other, and they try to 
guess what the other is saying.



Box of lies: Jimmy Fallon
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https://youtu.be/0rhwc5_iWkA

Out of sight of their partner, one 
player opens a box and either 
describes what is in it, or lies.  The 
partner has to guess if it is the 
truth or not.



5 second rule:  Ellen
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Give 5 seconds to name 3 things within a category.

https://youtu.be/Vap9SMRf8YE



Epic or Fail: Ellen
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Play the first part of the video (the set-up) and 
then guess if it will be an epic video or an epic 
fail.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
2mwu-uOy4Yk



Improv
Games
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https://www.theatrefolk.com/blog/improv-gam
es-for-collaboration/

https://www.kidactivities.net/improv-games-a
nd-exercises/

https://funattic.com/improv-games/

https://www.theatrefolk.com/blog/improv-games-for-collaboration/
https://www.theatrefolk.com/blog/improv-games-for-collaboration/
https://www.kidactivities.net/improv-games-and-exercises/
https://www.kidactivities.net/improv-games-and-exercises/
https://funattic.com/improv-games/


4. 
Drinking Games
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King’s CuP
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In this game, what card you draw 
shows HOW you have to drink...in 
this case replace “drink” with a 
language task/question. 

Perhaps a list of questions to 
answer about a story you’ve read?



Never have i ever
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Drinking game: Someone states what they have never done.  Anyone who HAS done it 
drinks.

Class activity:  Someone states what they didn’t do.  Anyone who has done it has to stand 
up and switch seats.  

Other Class activity: Everyone holds fingers up, and if you’ve done it, put down fingers.  
First to lose all their fingers wins? Loses? 



Buzz
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Drinking game:  Go around the group counting.  But on multiples of 7 (or whatever number 
you choose) you say “Buzz” instead of the number.  If you goof, you drink.

Class activity:  Same, but you are “out” if you goof.



THANKS!
Any questions?

You can find me at @kelferg or kelly@compellinginstruction.com

www.compellinginstruction.com 
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